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A five-coordinate manganese(III) complex of a
salen type ligand with a positive axial anisotropy
parameter D†

Sergiu Shova,a Angelica Vlad,a Maria Cazacu, a J. Krzystek,b Lukas Bucinsky,c

Martin Breza,c Denisa Darvasiová,c Peter Rapta,c Joan Cano, d Joshua Telser *e

and Vladimir B. Arion *f

A new high-spin d4 roughly trigonal–bipyramidal (TBP) manganese(III) complex with a salen type ligand

(H2L), namely MnL(NCS)·0.4H2O, has been synthesised and characterised by elemental analysis, ESI mass

spectrometry, IR and UV-vis spectroscopy, and spectroelectrochemistry. X-ray diffraction analysis revealed

an axial compression of the approximate TBP. Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility and variable-

temperature variable-field (VTVH) magnetisation measurements, as well as high-frequency and -field EPR

(HFEPR) spectroscopy, were used to accurately describe the magnetic properties of this complex and, in

particular, determine the spin Hamiltonian parameters: g-values and the zero-field splitting (ZFS) para-

meters D and E. The HFEPR spectra allowed the extraction of fourth order ZFS parameters. Quantum

chemical calculations reproduced well the electronic and geometric structures of this unusual complex

and, in particular, its electronic absorption spectrum along with the spin Hamiltonian parameters.

Introduction

The manganese(III) ion plays an important role in biological
systems, such as photosystem II,1 ribonucleotide reductase,2

and superoxide dismutase.3 It is equally important in mole-
cular magnetism as exemplified by the well-studied family of
Mn12 single molecule magnets (SMMs),4 as well as other
systems,5 including mononuclear MnIII.6 Among the most
appropriate techniques for studying high-spin (HS) manga-
nese(III) complexes is high-frequency and -field EPR spec-
troscopy (HFEPR), first of all because this spin system usually
produces good-quality spectra.7 In addition, although HS
manganese(III) systems can also produce X-band EPR spectra,8

extraction of spin Hamiltonian parameters such as the Landé
g factor, the magnitude and sign of the axial anisotropy para-
meter, D, the presence of rhombic anisotropy, E, and fourth
order spin Hamiltonian terms is not always possible.9 The
magnitude and sign of the anisotropy, however, can provide
information on the coordination sphere of manganese(III).
Analysis of the literature shows that HFEPR has been applied
mainly for the investigation of distorted octahedral and
square-pyramidal complexes,6,9–13 although manganese(III) in a
rigorously trigonal-bipyramidal (TBP) oxygen donor environ-
ment was also quite recently reported,14 providing strong and
well-defined EPR signals over the whole frequency region.

We recently reported on salen-type Schiff bases derived
from 1 : 2 condensation reactions of 1,3-bis(3-aminopropyl)
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tetramethyldisiloxane and substituted 2-hydroxybenzalde-
hydes.15,16 Copper(II) and manganese(III) complexes with these
unusual Schiff bases were prepared and investigated by spec-
troscopic techniques and X-ray crystallography. A feature of
note is the formation of a 12-membered central chelate ring,
in which the tetramethyldisiloxane unit separates the aliphatic
chains, reducing markedly the mechanical strain in the
chelate ring via a “shoulder yoke effect”.15 In addition, µ-chlor-
ido-bridged dimanganese(II) complexes17 with macrocyclic
Schiff bases were obtained and characterised. These complexes
were found to act as catalysts or catalyst precursors for the oxi-
dation of some secondary alcohols to ketones using tert-butyl
hydroperoxide as the oxidant in conjunction with low-power
microwave irradiation.17 The axially compressed octahedral
complex MnL(OAc), where H2L is a Schiff base resulting from
2 : 1 condensation of 3,5-di-tert-butyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde
with 1,3-bis(3-aminopropyl)tetramethyldisiloxane,16 appeared
to be a suitable candidate for HFEPR investigation. However,
we obtained a low quality spectrum of the polycrystalline solid
at 10 K that did not permit a spectral analysis. The situation
improved slightly when measurements on a low-temperature
glass of a dichloromethane (DCM) : toluene 2 : 1 solution of
MnL(OAc) were carried out. The lack of resonances in the
high-field region of the spectrum indicated a positive axial
zero-field-splitting (ZFS) parameter D. By using tunable-fre-
quency EPR,18 the spin Hamiltonian parameters were esti-
mated.16 However, we were unable to explain the low quality of
the measured spectra, whether in the solid state or in solution.
Being intrigued by these not very favourable results we decided
to prepare closely related systems, in which the acetato ligand
was replaced by exclusively monodentate ligands, such as
NCS− or N3

−. Herein we report on the synthesis of a five-coor-
dinate complex, MnL(NCS) (1, see Chart 1), which was charac-
terised by routine spectroscopic techniques (IR and UV-vis),
ESI mass spectrometry, and single crystal X-ray diffraction ana-
lysis, as well as by spectroelectrochemistry, HFEPR, density
functional theory (DFT) and ab initio complete active space
self-consistent field (CASSCF) calculations. To our knowledge,
HS manganese(III) complexes with an approximate TBP geome-
try (here, N3eq,O2ax) have not been investigated by HFEPR pre-

viously. Although MnIII complexes with a related geometry
(TBP: N3eq,Nax,Oax) have been studied by conventional EPR,8

the reliability of the spin Hamiltonian parameters extracted
from such single frequency measurements is questionable.9c

Experimental
Starting materials and physical measurements

The complex [MnL(OAc)]·0.15H2O, where H2L is tetradentate
Schiff base with a tetramethyldisiloxane spacer, was prepared
according to a procedure described previously16 by a conden-
sation reaction of 3,5-di-tert-butyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde with
1,3-bis(3-aminopropyl)tetramethyldisiloxane in the presence of
Mn(OAc)2·4H2O in methanol/DCM 1 : 1. Infrared (IR) spectra
of the complex as KBr pellets were recorded on a Bruker Vertex
70 FT-IR spectrometer in transmission mode in the range
400–4000 cm−1 with a resolution of 2 cm−1 and an accumu-
lation of 32 scans at room temperature. Electrospray ionisation
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was carried out with a Bruker
Esquire 3000 instrument and the samples were dissolved in
methanol. Elemental analysis was performed at the
Microanalytical Laboratory of the University of Vienna with a
PerkinElmer 2400 CHN Elemental Analyser (PerkinElmer,
Waltham, MA). UV-vis spectra were recorded with a CARY 300
Agilent spectrophotometer in the 200–800 nm range. The path
length was 1 cm.

Synthesis of MnL(NCS)·0.4H2O (1)

To a solution of MnL(OAc)·0.15H2O (60.0 mg, 0.075 mmol) in
DCM (20 ml) was added dropwise under an argon atmosphere
a solution of KSCN (11.0 mg, 0.113 mmol) in methanol
(15 ml). The mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature
and then filtered. The filtrate was allowed to stand at room
temperature for crystallisation. After three days the product as
purple brown sticks was separated by filtration, washed with
diethyl ether and dried in air. Yield: 51.6 mg, 86.6%. IR spec-
trum (KBr pellet), selected bands, νmax: 3469m, 2958w, 2067vs,
1620m, 1554w, 1436w, 1411w, 1251w, 1176vw, 1072w, 746vw,
568vw. ESI mass spectrum (positive) in MeCN/MeOH 1 : 1
(with 1% H2O): m/z 733.40 [MnIIIL]+, m/z 814.36 [MnIIIL(NCS) +
Na]+; negative ion: m/z 791.37 [MnIIL(NCS)]−, m/z 849.35
[MnIIIL(NCS)2]

−. UV-vis (MeOH) λ, nm (ε, M−1 cm−1): 231
(36 440), 268sh, 276 (24 350), 310sh, 355sh, 395 (7290), 480sh,
675 (780).

X-ray crystallography

Crystallographic measurements for 1 were carried out with an
Oxford Diffraction XCALIBUR E CCD diffractometer equipped
with graphite-monochromated Mo-Kα radiation. A single
crystal was positioned at 40 mm from the detector and 406
frames were measured each for 20 s over 1° scan width. The
unit cell determination and data integration were carried out
using the ChrysAlis software package from Oxford
Diffraction.19 The structure was solved by direct methods
using Olex220 software with the SHELXS structure solutionChart 1 The complex MnL(NCS) (1) studied in this work.
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program and refined by full-matrix least-squares on F2 with
SHELXL-97.21 Atomic displacements for non-hydrogen atoms
were refined using an anisotropic model. The hydrogen atoms
have been placed at fixed, idealised positions accounting for
the hybridisation of the supporting atoms. The molecular
plots were obtained using the Olex2 program. Table 1 provides
a summary of the crystallographic data together with refine-
ment details, while the bond lengths and angles are summar-
ised in Table S1, ESI, CCDC 1515780.†

Spectroelectrochemistry

Dichloromethane (puriss; absolute; w(H2O) < 0.001%), analyti-
cal grade ferrocene (Fc) purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, and
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (nBu4NPF6) of
puriss. quality from Fluka were all used as received. Cyclic
voltammetric experiments were performed under an argon atmo-
sphere using a three-electrode arrangement with a platinum
wire as the working electrode, a platinum wire as the counter
electrode, and a Ag wire as the pseudo-reference electrode. The
cyclic voltammetric studies were performed in a home-made
miniature standard electrochemical cell (for 2 mL of solution)
using a miniature platinum wire working electrode (platinum
wire sealed in a glass capillary). Ferrocene served as the internal
redox potential standard and all potentials are referenced to
the ferricenium/ferrocene (Fc+/Fc) redox couple. The concen-
tration of 1 in DCM was 0.5 mM both in cyclic voltammetry
and spectroelectrochemical experiments. A Heka PG310USB
(Lambrecht, Germany) potentiostat with the PotMaster 2.73
software package was used for potential control in voltam-
metric and spectroelectrochemical studies. In situ ultraviolet–

visible–near-infrared (UV-vis-NIR) measurements were per-
formed on Avantes spectrometers, namely Model AvaSpec-
2048x14-USB2, equipped with a CCD detector, or Model
AvaSpec-NIR256-2.2, equipped with an InGaAs detector.
Halogen and deuterium lamps were used as the light sources
(Avantes, Model AvaLight-DH-S-BAL). The in situ spectroelec-
trochemical UV-vis-NIR and cyclic voltammetric experiments
were carried out under an argon atmosphere in a special hon-
eycomb spectroelectrochemical cell kit (AKSTCKIT3) with a Pt-
microstructured honeycomb working electrode, purchased
from Pine Research Instrumentation. The cell was positioned
in a CUV-UV cuvette holder (Ocean Optics) connected to a
diode-array UV-vis-NIR spectrometer by optical fibers. UV-vis-
NIR spectra were processed using the AvaSoft 7.7 software
package. Cyclic voltammograms were simulated using
DigiElch Professional software from Gamry Instruments (USA,
version DigiElch 8.FD).

Magnetic measurements

Static direct current (dc) measurements were carried out on
20.6 mg of 1 by powdering and restraining the sample in order
to prevent any displacement due to the magnetic anisotropy.
Variable-temperature (2.0–300 K) dc magnetic susceptibility
under an applied field of 0.25 kG (T < 30 K) and 1.0 kG (T ≥
20 K), and variable-field (0–5.0 T) magnetisation in the temp-
erature range 2 to 10 K was recorded with a Quantum Design
SQUID magnetometer. Variable-temperature (2.0–10 K) alter-
nating current (ac) magnetic susceptibility measurements
under ±5.0 G oscillating field at frequencies in the range of
10–1000 Hz were carried out on a crystalline sample under
different applied static dc fields in the range 0.0–0.25 kG with
a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. The magnetic sus-
ceptibility data were corrected for the diamagnetism of the
constituent atoms and the sample holder. The thermal depen-
dence of the magnetic susceptibility and magnetisation curves
was analysed using the XVPMAG program.22

HFEPR spectroscopy

HFEPR measurements were made using a spectrometer
described elsewhere.23 Complex 1 was investigated both as a
loose microcrystalline powder and with the powder immobi-
lised in n-eicosane. HFEPR spectra were simulated using the
program SPIN from A. Ozarowski. The following spin
Hamiltonian, including fourth order terms, was employed:

H ¼ βeB�g�Ŝþ D Ŝz2 � 1
3
SðSþ 1Þ

� �
þ E Ŝx2 � Ŝy2

� �
þ B4

0O4
0 þ B4

2O4
2 þ B4

4O4
4

ð1Þ

where O4
m, m = 0, 2, 4, are fourth-order spin operators that can

be easily found elsewhere (e.g., Table 17 in Abragam and
Bleaney24).

Theoretical calculations

Starting from the experimental X-ray diffraction structure,
the geometry of the complex 1 in triplet, quintet and septet

Table 1 Crystallographic data, details of data collection and structure
refinement parameters for 1

Complex 1
Empirical formula C41H66.8MnN3O3.4SSi2
Formula weight 799.35
Temperature/K 293
Crystal system Tetragonal
Space group P4̄21c
a/Å 29.3668(8)
b/Å 29.3668(8)
c/Å 11.7840(5)
V/Å3 10 162.6(7)
Z 8
Dcalc/mg mm−3 1.045
μ/mm−1 0.382
Crystal size/mm3 0.05 × 0.15 × 0.30
θmin, θmax (°) 3.102 to 49.424
Reflections collected 18 712
Independent reflections (Rint) 8548 (0.0903)
Data/restraints/parameters 8548/45/478
R1

a (I > 2σ(I) 0.0683
wR2

b (all data) 0.1671
GOFc 1.034
Flack parameter −0.002(17)
Largest diff. peak/hole/e Å−3 0.29/−0.23

a R1 = ∑||Fo| − |Fc||/∑|Fo|.
bwR2 = {∑[w(Fo

2 − Fc
2)2]/∑[w(Fo

2)2]}1/2.
cGOF = {∑[w(Fo

2 − Fc
2)2]/(n − p)}1/2, where n is the number of reflec-

tions and p is the total number of parameters refined.
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ground spin states was optimised at the B3LYP25,26 level
of theory without any symmetry restrictions using the
Gaussian09 program package.27 Vertical transition energies
and oscillator strengths between the initial and final electron
states for the electronic absorption spectrum of 1 in a metha-
nolic solution were computed by the TF-DFT method.28 In the
next step, the geometry of the most stable system was opti-
mised in a methanolic solution using the standard Integral
Equation Formalism Polarisable Continuum Model
(IEF-PCM).29 Electronic transitions for the optimised structure
of 1 in methanol were evaluated within the TD-B3LYP
method30 for the lowest 150 excited states. Standard 6-311G*
basis sets31 were used for all atoms. The stability of the
obtained structures has been tested by vibrational analysis (no
imaginary vibrations). Atomic charges and d electron popu-
lations (dx) of relevant atoms were evaluated using natural
bond orbital (NBO) analysis.32 The relative free energies of
various spin states of the studied complex have been corrected
using restricted open-shell single-point calculations (replacing
the electron energy in unrestricted energy data) to obtain
pure spin states.33 The Molekel software package34 has been
used for the visualisation of molecular orbitals and spin
densities.

ZFS parameters have been evaluated at the BLYP/6-311G*
and CASSCF(4,5)/6-311G* levels of theory using the ORCA 3.0.0
software package35,36 (both the experimental and B3LYP/6-311G*
optimised geometries have been taken into account). In the case
of CASSCF(4,5) the entire quintet and triplet configuration
space was employed in the evaluation of the ZFS parameters,
i.e. 5 quintets and 35 triplets. The state specific as well as
state-averaged quintet CASSCF wave functions have been used
for the subsequent evaluation of the ZFS parameters (5 quin-
tets and 35 triplets). The spin–spin interaction has been
accounted for via the Multi-Reference Configuration
Interaction (MRCI) approach37 for the state-averaged quintet
CASSCF(4,5) wave function, denoted sa-MRCI. To estimate also
the contribution of dynamic electron correlation effects, the
N-Electron Valence State Perturbation Theory to 2nd order
(NEVPT2)38 ZFS parameters of a smaller model of 1 (1model)
have been provided in Table S2, ESI† (tert-butyl groups have
been replaced by hydrogens, see Fig. S1b, ESI†).

Results and discussion
Synthesis

A reaction of MnL(OAc) with KSCN in a 1 : 1.5 molar ratio in
DCM/MeOH 1 : 1 afforded the complex MnL(NCS) in 87%
yield. The ESI mass spectrum measured in positive ion mode
showed peaks with m/z 814.36 and 733.40 attributed to [MnIIIL
(NCS) + Na]+ and [MnIIIL]+, respectively. The peaks registered
in the negative ion mode at m/z 849.35 and 791.37 could be
assigned to [MnIIIL(NCS)2]

− and [MnIIL(NCS)]−, respectively.
Attempts to precipitate the complex [MnIIIL(NCS)2]

− from the
reaction mixture by the addition of large countercations, such
as NBu4

+, failed.

X-ray crystallography

Compound 1 has a molecular structure (Fig. 1) that is con-
structed from the neutral complexes and traces of co-crystal-
lised water molecules, so that the composition and charge
balance are in agreement with the formulation: [MnL
(NCS)]·0.4H2O. The N3O2 environment of the manganese(III)
ion, which is formed by the deprotonated tetradentate Schiff
base ligand L2− and a thiocyanato ligand bonded to the central
ion via nitrogen, exhibits an intermediate coordination geome-
try (τ parameter 0.54) between trigonal-bipyramidal (TBP, τ =
1.00) and square-pyramidal (SPY, τ = 0.00),39 but slightly closer
to TBP geometry. In the shape analysis,40 the two ideal geome-
tries can be interconverted following geometrical changes
described by a path that connects them. Each value of τ is a
measure of the degree of conversion and is bound to the geo-
metry closer to the experimental one, even if it is not on the
path. That is why a second parameter, ρ, is defined, which is
zero for any geometry on the path and can thus be a measure
of additional distortion. For 1, ρ is 13.2%, indicating a high
distortion of the metal environment and making more
difficult the description of its geometry. However, the high
compression along the O1–Mn–O2 axis can be presumed only
for the TBP geometry, and that is why it was selected to
describe the geometry of 1. A more detailed discussion of this
aspect is in the subsection devoted to the electronic structure
of 1. The equatorial plane is formed by three nitrogen atoms
coordinated to manganese(III) at very close Mn–N distances in
the range between 2.032(7) and 2.065(6) Å. The remaining two
axial coordination positions are occupied by the phenolato
oxygen atoms of the Schiff base ligand at Mn–O1 and Mn–O2

Fig. 1 X-ray molecular structure of 1 with the atom labelling scheme
and thermal ellipsoids at the 30% probability level. H-atoms are omitted
for clarity.
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distances of 1.867(4) and 1.859(4) Å, respectively, which are sig-
nificantly shorter than the Mn–N distances. On the other
hand, the N–Mn–N bond angles differ significantly. Two of
them: N1–Mn–N3 107.7(3)° and N2–Mn–N3 111.3(3)°, exhibit
similar values, while the third one N1–Mn1–N2 141.0(2)° is much
larger due to constraints imposed by the tetradentate ligand. It
should be noted that TBP coordination for manganese(III) has
literature precedence. A family of manganese(III) complexes
featuring a TBP N4O donor set with water, hydroxido or oxido
groups as terminal ligands with tris(5-cyclohexylimino-pyrrol-
2-ylmethyl)amine, tris(5-cyclohexylamino-azafulvene-2-methyl)
amine, tris(cyclopentylcarbamoylmethyl)amine or tris[(N′-tert-
butylureaylato)-N-ethyl]aminato tripodal ligands is well
documented.41–43 A notable example is the heterodimetallic
complex [15-crown-5 . CaII-(µ-OH)-MnIIIMST]+, where [MST]3− =
N,N′,N″-[2,2′,2″-nitrilotris(ethane-2,1-diyl)]tris(2,4,6-trimethyl-
benzenesulfonamido), in which a TBP manganese(III) and
CaII are bridged via a µ-OH group.44

Electronic absorption spectroscopy

The UV-vis spectra of 1 in methanol and DCM are shown in
Fig. S2, ESI.† There are very strong (ε > 10 000 M−1 cm−1)
absorption bands below ca. 300 nm that are due to intraligand
π–π* transitions, along with a strong band at 399 nm that may
be due to LMCT. Lastly, there is a weaker band (ε = 780
M−1 cm−1) at 675 nm that may be due to a d–d transition
hidden by a stronger LMCT band. In the MnIII-doped oxide, at
low dopant levels, there is a strong absorption at 620 nm that
has been assigned to the transition 5A′1 → 5E′,14 which is
allowed with xy polarisation in D3h (ideal TBP) symmetry. The
symmetry in 1 is much lower, but we suggest the same assign-
ment as contributing to this visible band. The red shift in
1 versus the doped oxide may be due to the weaker axial ligand
field of the phenolato ligands as opposed to the oxide donors.
The low symmetry of 1 precludes a simple LFT analysis as was
done in the doped oxide.

Cyclic voltammetry and spectroelectrochemistry

The redox properties of 1 in DCM containing tetrabutyl-
ammonium hexafluorophosphate (nBu4NPF6) as the support-
ing electrolyte were investigated by cyclic voltammetry and
in situ spectroelectrochemistry. The resulting electrochemical
response at a scan rate of 100 mV s−1 is shown in Fig. 2. Upon
oxidation of 1, three oxidation waves are seen: the first being
irreversible with a half-peak oxidation potential Ep/2 of +0.84 V
and the other two being quasi-reversible at an Ep/2 of +1.08 V
and +1.20 V vs. Fc+/Fc. Upon a voltammetric scan in the catho-
dic region, a broad irreversible reduction wave is observed at
Ep/2 = −1.28 V vs. Fc+/Fc at v = 100 mV s−1. This indicates
either a slow electron transfer upon oxidation and reduction or
(fast) electron transfer followed by an irreversible chemical
reaction of [1]− and [1]+.

There were no significant changes in the shape of the redox
peaks observed upon the second redox cycle (see the dashed
line in Fig. 2). To investigate the origin of the reduced and
oxidised states of MnL(NCS) after one electron transfer, special

ex situ EPR spectroelectrochemical experiments were per-
formed, where the corresponding sample was electrolysed in a
home-made electrolytic cell using a large platinum-mesh
working electrode at exactly controlled potentials. In particu-
lar, coulometric reduction at −1.1 V vs. Fc+/Fc resulted in the
passage of an average of 1.1 F (106133 C) of charge per mole of
1. After complete reduction (or oxidation) of [1] in an
nBu4NPF6/DCM solution under an argon atmosphere in the
region of the first electron transfer, the final solution was
inserted under argon into the EPR tube, which was then
immediately immersed in liquid nitrogen. The EPR tube was
then placed in the pre-cooled EPR cavity and spectra were
recorded at 120 K. The corresponding X-band EPR spectra of
the one-electron-reduced form [1]− as well as the one-electron-
oxidised state [1]+ in a frozen dichloromethane solution
measured at 120 K are shown in the insets of Fig. 2. The one-
electron reduced state exhibits a rich hyperfine-split EPR spec-
trum at low temperatures in contrast to the single-line broad
isotropic EPR signal (linewidth of about 60 mT) measured for
the one-electron oxidised state. Concerning the splitting
pattern45 of the observed EPR spectrum, it can be concluded
that upon one electron reduction a high-spin MnII species is
formed. Specifically, we propose that the spectrum consists of
five groups of lines corresponding to the five allowed (ΔMS =
±1) transitions of a 6S state ion of Mn2+ where each group is
further split into six lines due to hyperfine interaction with the
55Mn nucleus (100% abundant) with hyperfine splitting of
about 7 mT, which is typical of MnII. However, due to the com-
plexity of this spectrum, a quantitative analysis is challenging
and is beyond the scope of this paper. Qualitatively, we
propose that the ZFS is small compared to the X-band micro-
wave energy and is comparable even to the hyperfine splitting.
A B3LYP/6-311G* calculation confirmed the MnII formal
oxidation state upon reduction (not shown).

Fig. 2 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 in nBu4NPF6/CH2Cl2 (scan rate
100 mV s−1, solid line – the first voltammetric scan, dashed line – the
second scan). Insets: X-band EPR spectra of the one-electron-reduced
form [1]− and the one-electron-oxidised state [1]+ measured in a frozen
nBu4NPF6/DCM solution at 120 K.
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Due to the lack of resolved hyperfine structure, the species
generated after one-electron oxidation is less clearly assigned.
A B3LYP/6-311G* calculation suggests that the oxidation
appears to be ligand centred, forming [MnIIIL•]+. Alternatively,
the broad EPR spectrum of the mono-oxidised [1]+ can be
interpreted as the [MnIVL]+ state assuming a very small ZFS
and a broad linewidth. Nevertheless, a precise study of the
electronic structure of the redox species is beyond the scope of
the present paper. We note that the frozen solution of the
initial MnIIIL(NCS) in DCM was EPR silent at 120 K at the
X-band. This [1]0 state was investigated using HFEPR spec-
troscopy as discussed in detail below.

To confirm the chemical reversibility of the first reduction
as well as the first oxidation step for complex 1, the in situ
spectroelectrochemical UV-vis-NIR and cyclic voltammetric
experiments were carried out under an argon atmosphere in a
special thin layer honeycomb spectroelectrochemical cell with
a microstructured honeycomb working electrode. The in situ
UV-vis-NIR spectroelectrochemical experiments revealed that
by decreasing the scan rate to 20 mV s−1, the cathodic
reduction becomes more electrochemically reversible, confirm-
ing the slow electron transfer at this step (see the inset in
Fig. 3a).

In the region of the first reduction peak (from −0.4 V to
−1.3 V vs. Fc+/Fc), a new optical band at 385 nm emerges. In
addition, a decrease of the intensity of the bands of 1 at
280 nm and 690 nm is observed (Fig. 3a). Upon scan reversal
the products that are formed upon reduction are partially reox-
idised as seen in Fig. 3b. The recovery of the initial optical
bands during the voltammetric reverse scan in the region −0.6
V to −0.0 V vs. Fc+/Fc and the lack of any new absorption
confirm the chemical reversibility of the redox process at the
first reduction peak. Going to even lower scan rates (5 mV s−1)
provides almost full recovery of the initial optical bands
during the voltammetric reverse scan (see Fig. S3, ESI†).

Upon anodic oxidation of 1 in the region of the first oxi-
dation peak, analogous behaviour was observed with the
partial recovery of the initial optical bands during the voltam-
metric reverse scan (see Fig. S4, ESI†). To understand better
the reversibility of each oxidation step, cyclic voltammetry at a
low scan rate of 20 mV s−1 was performed using a thin layer
cell and a microstructured honeycomb working electrode
under an argon atmosphere (Fig. S5, ESI†). No significant
changes in the shape of the redox peaks were observed upon
multiple redox cycles for the first reduction (Fig. S5a†) and oxi-
dation (Fig. S5b†), confirming the chemically reversible
reduction and oxidation of MnIIIL(NCS). Digital simulation of
the cyclic voltammograms taken at 20 mV s−1 yielded the
formal potential E°′ = −0.66 V vs. Fc+/Fc for the first reduction
and E°′ = +0.29 V vs. Fc+/Fc for the first oxidation step, respect-
ively (see dashed lines in Fig. S5a and b). The small rate con-
stant for electron transfer, ks = 1 × 10−5 cm s−1, used in these
simulations confirms the slow electron transfer. The chemical
reversibility indicates that the coordination number remains
constant during the first electron transfer. However, upon
scanning onward to the second (Fig. S5c†) and to the third

(Fig. S5d†) oxidation peaks, the height of the first reduction
peak rapidly decreases after each consecutive scan, indicating
irreversible processes which can be tentatively attributed to
irreversible ligand-based oxidation, leading to unstable forms
of the complex.

Magnetic properties

The direct current (dc) magnetic properties of 1 in the form of
the χMT versus T (χMT being the dc magnetic susceptibility per
MnIII ion) and M versus H/T plots (M being the dc molar mag-
netisation per mononuclear unit and H the applied magnetic
dc field) are shown in Fig. 4. The value of χMT at room temp-
erature (2.98 cm3 mol−1 K) is close to that expected for one
magnetically isolated high-spin d4 MnIII ion.46 Upon cooling,
χMT remains almost constant until 40 K and then it continu-
ously decreases to attain a value of 2.19 cm3 mol−1 K at 2.0 K
(Fig. 4), due to the ZFS of the MnIII ion. The maximum M
value for 1 at 2.0 K (3.36 μβ with H = 5.0 kOe) is below that

Fig. 3 In situ optical spectroelectrochemistry of 1 in 0.2 M nBuN4[PF6]
in DCM (scan rate 20 mV s−1, a Pt-microstructured honeycomb working
electrode): (a) UV-vis-NIR spectra recorded simultaneously upon (a) the
in situ reduction of 1 in the region of the first cathodic peak (from −0.4
V to −1.3 V vs. Fc+/Fc) and (b) the back reoxidation in the region −0.6 V
to 0.0 V vs. Fc+/Fc. The inset in (a): the corresponding in situ cyclic
voltammogram.
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expected for the saturation magnetisation considering a high
spin d4 MnIII ion with no ZFS (Ms = gSNβ = 4.0 μβ with S = 2
and g = 2.0). This feature confirms the occurrence of a signifi-
cant ZFS, the presence of strong magnetic couplings being dis-
carded. Furthermore, variable-field magnetisation data for 1 in
the temperature range 2–10 K could not be superimposed at
high H/T values, being well below that of the Brillouin function
for a quintet spin state (S = 2 with g = 2.0) (Fig. 4). Overall,
this supports the presence of appreciable single-ion magnetic
anisotropy of the quintet ground state of the high-spin MnIII

ion in 1.
Both the temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti-

bility and of the magnetisation curves could be jointly well
simulated through the XVPMAG software package,22 the aniso-
tropic spin Hamiltonian being defined as in eqn (1) above
(leaving out the fourth order ZFS terms and using only an iso-
tropic g value). The values of the parameters that best
described the experimental curves were: g = 1.994, D =
+2.74 cm−1, and E = 0.04 cm−1 (E defined with the same sign
as D) with F = 1.5 × 10−5. F is the agreement factor defined as
F = ∑(φexp − φcalcd)

2/∑φexp
2, where φ is the observable physical

property. The analysis of the variable-temperature–variable-
field (VTVH) magnetisation measurements and magnetic sus-
ceptibility indicates a positive value of the axial ZFS parameter
D and an E/D ratio that is not null, but very small.

The alternating current (ac) magnetic susceptibilities in the
form of the χ′M and χ″M versus T plots (χ′M and χ″M being the
in-phase and out-of-phase ac magnetic susceptibilities per
mononuclear unit, respectively) were measured in different
applied static fields (Fig. S6, ESI†). Out-of-phase ac signals are
not observed at any magnetic field in agreement with a posi-
tive magnetic anisotropy (D) for 1.

To verify the results obtained from magnetic measurements
and for a more accurate determination of the spin
Hamiltonian parameters we turned to high-frequency and
-field EPR (HFEPR) spectroscopy.

HFEPR spectroscopy

Complex 1 when measured as is, i.e., an unconstrained
powder, produced strong HFEPR spectra that showed symp-
toms of field-induced torquing. We did not try to interpret
these spectra, and proceeded to experiments on an n-eicosane
pellet. The pellet spectra are shown in Fig. 5, accompanied by
simulations assuming a perfect powder distribution of the
crystallites in space. Additional HFEPR spectra are shown in
Fig. S7 and S8, ESI.† The agreement between the simulations

Fig. 4 Left: Plot of χMT vs. T for 1 at an external field of 0.25 kOe (for T < 30 K) and 1.0 kOe (T ≥ 30 K): (○) experimental data; (—) best-fit curve (see
text). Right: VTVH magnetisation measurements given as Mmol vs. H/T in the temperature range of 2–10 K (coloured circles, see the legend for temp-
eratures). The coloured solid lines are the best-fit curves (see text).

Fig. 5 HFEPR spectrum of 1 recorded at 307.2 GHz and 8 K (black
trace) accompanied by simulations using spin Hamiltonian parameters
as in Table 2. Blue trace: simulations using negative D; red trace: positive
D. The asterisk denotes a pair of signals at g values equal to ca. 2.08
and 2.00 originating from an unknown impurity and MnII, respectively.
Neither of them is simulated.
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and experiments can be described as excellent under the con-
dition D > 0.

Complex 1 produced HFEPR spectra at any temperature
between liquid helium and ambient temperature; a room-
temperature spectrum, again with a simulation, is shown in
Fig. S9, ESI.† The spin Hamiltonian parameters slightly
change (decrease) between liquid helium and room tempera-
ture (Table 2). The low temperature spin Hamiltonian para-
meters used in the simulations shown in Fig. 5, S7, and S8,
ESI,† were not deduced from the single-frequency spectra
shown, but from the 2-D map of turning points as a function
of frequency/energy according to the principle of tunable-
frequency EPR,18 which is shown in Fig. 6. The parameters are
listed in Table 2. The room temperature parameters, in con-
trast, were estimated from single-frequency spectra alone.

The positive value of D observed definitively here for 1 is as
expected from simple ligand-field theory for a HS d4 system
with axial compression,24,47,48 as demonstrated in the mole-
cular structure wherein there are relatively shorter, axial Mn–O

bonds and relatively longer Mn–N equatorial bonds. Another
reported MnIII complex8 with a distorted TBP geometry like-
wise gave a positive D value as did a biological 5-coordinate
MnIII centre (in manganese superoxide dismutase, MnSOD).49

A six-coordinate complex, [Mn(bpia)(OAc)(OCH3)](PF6) where
bpia = bis[(2-pyridyl)-methyl]-[(1-methylimidazol-2-yl)methyl]
amine, also exhibited a positive D value, as determined by
HFEPR. This complex comprises a cis-N2(eq,am)N2(ax,py)O2(eq)
donor set wherein the Mn–O(CH3) bond length is much
shorter than those of the other Mn–N,O bonds.11 The magni-
tude of D found for 1 (+2.5 cm−1) is in the middle of the range
spanned by the few known examples. The five-coordinate
complex of Gupta et al.8 is on the low end (D = +1.7(5) cm−1),
MnSOD has D = +2.10 cm−1, while those seen for MnIII in a
TBP oxide lattice and the previously studied compound, MnL
(OAc), are at the higher end, respectively (D = +3.0 cm−1(ref. 14
and 50) and +3.35 cm−1),16 with the six-coordinate complex
given above having the highest value,11 D = +3.526(3) cm−1.51

There are various excited state contributions to the ZFS
in such a 5A′1 ground state (using the idealised D3h point
group symmetry), so there is no clear structural or electronic
basis for a given D value amongst these examples. The rhombi-
city of 1, as defined by |E/D| = 0.175 (at low T ), is quite
substantial (the maximum value is 0.333), which qualitatively
is a consequence of the very distorted geometry about the
MnIII ion (Table 3), in contrast to the axial symmetry of this
ion in the oxide lattice.52,53 The ZFS in 1 is quantitatively
analysed by computational methods as described in the follow-
ing section.

Theoretical calculations

Free energy values at 298 K (G298) indicate the quintet spin
state of complex 1 to be most stable (Table 3). Small spin con-
tamination may be concluded in the spin systems under study
(compare the spin squares in unrestricted formalism in
Table S3 (ESI†) with their theoretical values in Table 3). Unlike
its single crystal X-ray diffraction result, the DFT optimised
structure indicates complex 1 to adopt the highest possible C2

molecular symmetry (see Table S1, ESI†). Calculated bond dis-
tances satisfactorily agree with those from X-ray diffraction
within ±0.071 Å (see Table S1, ESI†). Significant differences
may be observed only for methyl groups, which can be
ascribed to solid state effects, and for the Mn coordination
polyhedron, which might be explained by solid state effects or,
alternatively, by the pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect in the real struc-

Table 2 Spin S = 2 Hamiltonian parameters for 1 at low and high temperature limits from HFEPR, together with values from VT magnetometry

T (K) D (cm−1) |E| (cm−1) gx gy gz B4
0 (10−4 cm−1) B4

2 B4
4 (10−4 cm−1)

4.5–10a +2.526(4) 0.443(3) 2.000(2) 1.995(3) 1.998(2) 4(1) 0 −18(6)
293b 2.48 0.374 2.000 2.000 1.995 — — —
2–300c +2.74 0.04 — — 1.994 d — — —

a Values determined from the fit of full 2D field–frequency dependence of resonances. b Values determined from simulation of selected single fre-
quency spectra. c Values derived from fits of VT dc susceptibility and VTVH magnetisation. d Isotropic g value used for fitting, with no fourth
order ZFS terms.

Fig. 6 Field vs. frequency/energy map of turning points in complex 1 at
4.5–10 K. Squares are experimental points; curves were simulated using
spin Hamiltonian parameters as in Table 2. Red curves: turning points
with the magnetic field B0 parallel to the x-axis of the ZFS tensor; blue:
B0||y; black: B0||z; green: off-axis turning points. The vertical dashed
lines represent the frequencies at which spectra shown, respectively, in
Fig. S7,† Fig. 5, and Fig. S8† were recorded.
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ture as well. Nevertheless, the DFT optimised structure of the
above polyhedron in all the spin states under study (Table 3)
shows practically linear Mn–N3–C41–S units. This along with
equal electron density parameters for symmetry equivalent
atoms and bonds (Table S4, ESI†) are arguments against the
pseudo-Jahn–Teller origin of the above differences. As expected,
the d-electron population of the central Mn atom (Table S4,
ESI†) is comparable with that for the analogous MnL(OAc)
complex reported previously16 (calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G*
level of theory as well) indicating the same oxidation state.
Analogously, the spin density is concentrated prevailingly at the
central Mn atom (see Table S4 and Fig. S10, ESI†).

Electronic absorption spectra

TD-DFT calculations of 1 in the quintet spin state in a metha-
nolic solution produced spectral lines in fairly good agreement
with experimental data (Table S5, Fig. S2, ESI†). According to
our results, the above mentioned weak band at 675 nm corres-
ponds to LMCT from NCS− to manganese(III) (see Fig. 7).

We have found only a few MOs prevailingly located at the
Mn atom (e.g., β-LUMO+2 to β-LUMO+5). Thus there are no
pure d–d electron transitions that could be identified by theory
(see Fig. S11, ESI†). It should be noted that the absorption
band with a maximum at 732 nm and an extinction coefficient
of 950 M−1 cm−1 for MnL(OAc) in CHCl3 was assigned to
LMCT from phenolate moieties to manganese(III).16

Spin Hamiltonian parameters

The agreement between the calculated and experimentally
determined ZFS is semi-quantitative (Table 4). Irrespective of

the reference geometry (exp/opt) or the theoretical level (BLYP/
CASSCF), the calculated D values are positive and close to or
above 2 cm−1. The largest D values are found for the sa-
CASSCF(4,5) treatments. Although these values are closest to
the experimentally determined ones, the missing spin–spin
contributions and dynamic correlation effects are expected to
increase the final value of D above 3 cm−1. The spin–spin con-
tributions for the sa-CASSCF(4,5) wave function evaluated via
the minimal MRCI calculation yielded D values above 3 cm−1

indeed. The BLYP D values are the lowest among the theoreti-
cally determined ones; still this approach allows one to esti-
mate the ZFS parameters and spin–spin contributions in cases
where CASSCF and MRCI levels are not computationally afford-
able, respectively. The spin–spin contributions to the D para-
meter in the BLYP calculations are +0.302 cm−1 and
+0.295 cm−1 for the optimised and experimentally obtained
geometry, respectively. In the case of sa-CASSCF vs. sa-MRCI

Table 3 DFT energies (ΔEDFT), DFT energies with zero point energy
corrections (Δ(EDFT + ZPE)) and free energies at 298 K (ΔG298) related to
the most stable system, DFT calculated bond lengths and bond angles
[selected experimental metric parameters] for 1 in various spin states

Spin S 1 2 3a

ΔEDFT [kJ mol−1] 4.469 0.000 4.202
Δ(EDFT + ZPE) [kJ mol−1] 4.688 0.000 3.749
ΔG298 [kJ mol−1] 5.146 0.000 3.174
Bond lengths [Å]
Mn–O1 1.881 1.881 [1.867(4)] 2.138
Mn–O2 1.883 1.881 [1.859(4)] 2.142
Mn–N1 2.026 2.105 [2.065(6)] 2.193
Mn–N2 2.026 2.104 [2.033(5)] 2.192
Mn–N3 1.875 1.976 [2.032(7)] 2.060
Bond angles [°]
O1–Mn–N1 91.7 86.2 [87.7(2)] 95.3
O1–Mn–N2 87.2 91.1 [89.9(2)] 82.3
O1–Mn–N3 93.7 93.7 [92.9] 93.0
O1–Mn–O2 172.4 172.7 [173.1(2)] 174.3
O2–Mn–N1 87.2 86.2 [90.0(2)] 82.2
O2–Mn–N2 91.8 91.1 [87.8(2)] 95.2
O2–Mn–N3 93.9 93.7 [94.1(3)] 92.7
N1–Mn–N2 163.9 136.5 [141.0(2)] 127.9
N1–Mn–N3 98.2 111.8 [107.7(3)] 115.9
N2–Mn–N3 98.0 111.7 [111.3(3)] 116.2
Mn–N3–C41 174.1 179.9 [167.0(7)] 179.7

a Additional spin density is located at sulfur, oxygens and neighbour-
ing phenyl rings.

Fig. 7 Experimental absorption spectrum of 1 in methanol (black trace)
and calculated electronic transitions for the 5[1]0 (blue columns) spin
state of the neutral complex. (b) B3LYP orbitals (drawn at ±0.09 au level)
contributing dominantly to the calculated (TD-B3LYP, methanol) elec-
tronic transitions in the visible region for 5[1]0 (for details see the inset
to Fig. 7a); the value in italics is the oscillator strength.
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comparison, the spin–spin contribution is +0.490 cm−1 and
+0.470 cm−1 for the optimised and experimental geometry,
respectively. Importantly, the calculated E parameters (BLYP as
well as CASSCF) of the experimental geometries are found to
be closer to the experimentally determined value. Similarly,
the sa-MRCI D value of the experimental geometry is closer to
the experimentally determined D value compared to the calcu-
lation based on the optimised geometry. The better agreement
with the measured values for the calculated ZFS parameters of
the experimental geometry has to be assigned to geometrical
distortions (bond lengths, angles) of the coordination polyhe-
dron present in the crystal structure. Nevertheless, the orien-
tation of the ZFS eigenvectors remains almost the same (and
fully in accordance with the symmetry axes of the coordination
polyhedron) irrespective of the geometry used, see Fig. 8. In
addition, inclusion of dynamic electron correlation is found to
be barely important (0.05 cm−1) for the systems under study,
see the comparison of CASSCF and NEVPT2 calculations of the
small model compound of 1 (see 1model, Fig. S1b,† magnetic
data in Table S2, ESI†). BLYP and CASSCF(4,5) g-values are in
excellent agreement with the experimentally determined ones,
although their consistent theoretical assessment is often

difficult. The sa-CASSCF(4,5) g-values are shifted to lower
values for the perpendicular gy and gz components.

The orientation of the ZFS tensor should be associated with
the symmetry of the ligand field, which in turn is usually con-
nected to the geometry of the coordination sphere. Shape
measurements can help establish this connection, and indeed,
these measures are useful when massive data sets are ana-
lysed, where “odd” cases appear as mild “white noise” that has
no significant effect on global behaviour. However, studies on
isolated examples can lead to erroneous or misleading con-
clusions, wherein the symmetry suggested by the shape
measurements and the electronic density can disagree. This
situation could well arise when a complex has a diverse set of
coordinated ligands or donor atoms, such as in 1, where DFT
calculations show that the xy orbital is magnetic instead of the
z2 orbital, and the axial electronic density of this latter orbital
is placed on the O–Mn–O axis. These facts support a TBP
rather than an SPY geometry as is shown in Fig. 8 for 1. It is
therefore better to use a simple, homoleptic model that also
avoids steric effects. The [MnCl5]

2− complex satisfies these
requirements. Whereas in an ideal SPY geometry, the Jahn–
Teller effect becomes apparent leading only to elongated forms
in the z-axis, both compressed and elongated forms are poss-
ible for the TBP ideal geometry. For the TBP, the compressed
form is more stable, but is less so than the elongated SPY. The
calculated values of D for the optimised ideal SPY and com-
pressed TBP configurations are negative (−3.56 cm−1) and
positive (+3.48 cm−1), in agreement with electronic configur-
ations with empty xy and z2 orbitals, respectively. On the other
hand, a less constrained optimisation on the TBP geometry
leads to a distorted geometry with a slight bending of the axial
axis and two equatorial Cl–Mn–Cl angles larger than 120
degrees, similar to that observed in 1. Thus the optimised TBP
geometry should be less idealised than that used for the shape
measurements and, therefore, the τ parameter in 1 would be
underestimated. A monitoring of the conversion between com-
pressed TBP and elongated SPY conformations in the
[MnCl5]

2− complex was performed by fixing the shortest equa-
torial Cl–Mn–Cl bond angle (from 120 to 95 degrees) and relax-
ing the remaining geometrical parameters. The results are
summarised in Fig. S12,† which shows that, as in 1, only the
geometries close to the ideal compressed TBP conformation
show positive D values. From an electronic, and probably also

Table 4 Calculated and experimental ZFS parameters (6-311G* basis set) for the system under study (opt – optimal geometry; exp – experimental
geometry)

Theory Geometry D (cm−1) |E| (cm−1) gx gy gz

CASSCF(4,5) Opt +2.284 0.131 2.000 1.991 1.992
sa-CASSCF(4,5) Opt +2.856 0.151 2.000 1.974 1.976
sa-MRCI(4,5) Opt +3.347 0.190 — — —
BLYP Opt +2.082 0.005 2.005 1.998 1.998
CASSCF(4,5) Exp +2.076 0.354 2.000 1.999 1.999
sa-CASSCF(4,5) Exp +2.662 0.522 1.999 1.973 1.982
sa-MRCI(4,5) Exp +3.132 0.630 — — —
BLYP Exp +1.965 0.331 2.005 1.998 1.999
Experimental (low T ) — +2.526 0.443 2.000 1.995 1.998

Fig. 8 Orientation of the ZFS eigenvectors (Dx, Dy, Dz) calculated at the
sa-MRCI(4,5) level of theory (optimised geometry). Only the inner
coordination sphere and selected nearby atoms are depicted. The ZFS x
axis lies along the Mn–N–C–S vector.
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from a geometrical point of view, this discussion guarantees a
description of the geometry of 1 as close to a compressed TBP,
which supports a z-axis of the tensor oriented along the
O–Mn–O axis (Fig. 8) and D > 0.

Conclusions

The use of 1,3-bis(3-aminopropyl)tetramethyldisiloxane for the
preparation of 1 : 2 or 2 : 2 condensation products with substi-
tuted 2-hydroxybenzaldehydes and 2,6-diformyl-4-methyl-
phenol, respectively, in the presence of some 3d transition
metals allowed the synthesis of metal complexes with open-
chain ligands,15,16 µ-chlorido-bridged dimanganese(III)
species.17 In the present work a five-coordinate HS (S = 2)
MnIII complex, MnL(NCS), 1, with an N3(eq)O2(ax) donor set has
been prepared and structurally characterised, providing an un-
precedented example of using a salen type ligand for the
assembly of a metal complex that has not the square-planar or
square-pyramidal geometry. Although the geometry of the
MnIII ion is far from ideally TBP, it behaves this way from an
electronic point of view, in the observation by HFEPR of a posi-
tive axial ZFS (D > 0). This is the consequence of an axial com-
pression and is structurally evidenced in the Mn–O distances
being significantly shorter than those for Mn–N. A positive
D value has been observed for other MnIII centres with TBP
geometry.8,9,14 In contrast to our previous HFEPR study of a
related complex,16 and others,36d in this case the spectra are of
very high quality, allowing even the extraction of fourth order
ZFS parameters. This is only the second such definitive deter-
mination for a HS d4 complex with a positive D, the first being
in a highly distorted six-coordinate MnIII complex.11 These
results are in contrast to the more common, axial elongation
case, which yields a negative D value,5,7,9,11–13,54 wherein
fourth-order terms have been extracted from doped single crys-
tals, and also from powders.7,55,56 Quantum chemical theory
analysis of 1 is remarkably successful, despite the complexity
of the molecule, in reproducing the spin Hamiltonian para-
meters – both the ZFS parameters and the g values, as well as
in modelling the experimental geometry. It is now clear that
not only the electronic structure of HS MnIII in coordination
complexes can be well described theoretically, but also this ion
is indeed one of the deliciae of HFEPR,7 regardless of whether
its Jahn–Teller active geometry is elongated (D < 0) or com-
pressed (D > 0).

Upon one-electron cathodic reduction and anodic oxidation
of 1, an analogous behaviour was observed with almost full
recovery of the initial optical bands at low scan rates during
reverse voltammetric scan, confirming the chemical reversibil-
ity of these processes. Digital simulation of the cyclic voltam-
mograms yielded the formal potentials for the first electron
transfer and the rate constant for this process, ks = 1 × 10−5

cm s−1. This small value confirms the slow electron transfer.
X-band EPR spectra recorded in frozen DCM solutions of [1]−

indicated reduction to a MnII species, whilst the one-electron-
oxidised state [1]+ may be an MnIV species. Calculations con-

firmed the reduction of MnIII to MnII, but suggested that the
oxidation may be ligand centred. Future work will involve
deeper investigation of the redox forms of these salen-type
Schiff base complexes with varying metal ions.
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